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Irreducible Uncertainty in 
sub-grid representations



Stochastic Parametrisation

Triangular 

Truncation 

Partially Stochastic  

If parametrisation is partially stochastic, are we “over-engineering” our 
dynamical cores by using 64-bit precision for all variables?

Are we making inefficient use of computing resources (i.e. energy) that could 
otherwise be used to increase resolution towards convective scales?



Stochastic Parametrisation/ 

Earth System Complexity 

Triangular 

Truncation 

Partially Stochastic  

Double precision

Half precision?

Single Precision?

Quarter precision?



What is the real information content in 
each of the billions of bits that 

represent variables in a 
weather/climate model?









More accurate “weather forecasts“ with less precision
Reading Spectral Model

Düben and Palmer, 2014. Monthly Weather Review 

T159 “Truth”

The stochastic chip / reduced precision emulator is used on 50% of numerical workload:
All floating point operations in grid point space
All floating point operations in the Legendre transforms between wavenumbers 31 and 85. 
T85 cost approx that of T73



Vana et al MWR 2016

Single vs Double Precision in IFS
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Bitwise information content:

32-bit float64-bit float 16-bit integer
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Suppose the dynamic range of a prognostic 
variable X is 10-10 to 1010 , but the 

dynamics are particularly uncertain (many 
Earth-System components). 

Why not transform the prognostic variable 
to log X ?

8-bit chips for weather/climate. 
Completely Mad?
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y (t n+1) =y (tn )+ Dt ×S(y (t n ),f(t n ),t n )

Highly uncertain

Compute (and retrieve 
fields from memory)  at low 

precision

Represent at high precision
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Less Precision, More Accuracy

• Consider an attempt to simulate some complex multi-dimensional 
nonlinear system

• Some computations (X) must be computed precisely
• Some computations (Y) are inherently uncertain and therefore do 

not need to be computed precisely. 
• Simulating the system is constrained by available energy, such that 

only a small subset Y(precise) of Y can be computed precisely.
• Imprecise computations are energetically less demanding and allow 

a larger subset Y(imprecise) of Y to be computed imprecisely
• Is the overall accuracy of the system represented by               

X(precise)+Y(imprecise) greater than that represented by 
X(precise)+Y(imprecise)?



Possible Applications

• Weather/Climate

• Plasmas in tokamaks

• Astrophysics

• Cosmology

• Turbulent flow 

• Combustion

• The Brain
– Simulating the brain

– The actual brain (energy limited to c. 50W)




